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Abstract: Swallowing oral solid dosage forms is challenging for those who have medication swal-
lowing difficulties, including patients with dysphagia. One option is to mix the drug (whole or
crushed) with a thick vehicle (medication lubricant). Previous in vitro studies consistently suggest
that thick vehicles could impact the dissolution of solid dosage forms, potentially influencing their
therapeutic effectiveness, but do not account for changes that happen during oral processing and
swallowing. This study aims to investigate the potential impact of medication lubricants on drug
release and examine the effect of oral processing. In vitro dissolution of whole and crushed paraceta-
mol tablets mixed with five commercially available medication lubricants (two IDDSI level 2, two
IDDSI level 3, and one IDDSI level 4) were tested with and without oral processing; a medication
lubricant with/without paracetamol was placed in the mouth (five healthy volunteers), prepared
for swallowing, but then expectorated and assessed for physical characteristics and drug release.
Medication lubricants, both alone and mixed with crushed paracetamol tablets, showed a significant
decrease in viscosity after oral processing. Without oral processing, IDDSI level 3 and 4 lubricants
significantly delayed the dissolution of paracetamol tablets. After oral processing, particularly with
crushed tablets, there was a substantial increase in the dissolution rate. These findings suggest that
dissolution testing overestimates the impact of medication lubricants on drug dissolution. Therefore,
using in vitro dissolution tests to predict the dissolution rate of medications mixed with thick vehicles
is discouraged. It is essential to consider ways to incorporate the effects of the oral environment and
oral processing on thick vehicles used for oral medication administration.

Keywords: chromophore; polysaccharide; carrageenan; xanthan gum; cellulose gum; rheology;
yield stress

1. Introduction

Oral solid dosage forms (i.e., tablets, capsules) are generally designed to be swal-
lowed whole, but many people find this difficult to accomplish. Some people experience a
swallowing impairment (dysphagia) as a result of age-related changes in swallowing physi-
ology comorbidities such as stroke, cardiac surgeries, head injury, and polypharmacy [1–3].
Food is blended and drinks thickened to produce a consistency that the mouth can safely
maneuver into the esophagus rather than the airway [4–6], so tablets and capsules can
also be unsafe if given whole [7,8]. Individuals with a healthy swallowing function can
also struggle to swallow solid oral medications whole [9]. Previous bad experiences with
swallowing pills, as well as the physical characteristics of tablets and capsules, i.e., shape,
size, and taste, can be factors that lead to this aversion [10].
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Using an alternative route of administration or alternative oral formulation, such
as liquids or chewable tablets, can be an option [11]. However, the most common way
to deal with a whole tablet or capsule that cannot be swallowed whole is to modify it,
i.e., crush tablets or open capsules and mix them with food substances or commercial
dysphagia-oriented products [9,12]. Around 25% to 33% of medication administration for
community-dwelling older patients involved modification of the dosage form to facilitate
swallowing [13].

Medication lubricants are a relatively recent product group that has been commer-
cialized. These products were originally designed for use by anyone who struggles to
swallow tablets whole using water and who may find that a thicker, lubricating substance
better masks the tablet and makes it easier to swallow whole [14]. They are being used to
help delivery of both whole and crushed medications. These products are composed of
plant gums that form polysaccharide networks. However, it has been demonstrated that
mixing crushed medications with dysphagia-oriented thickeners, which are also composed
of natural polysaccharide gums that form polymer chain networks, has the potential for a
significant delay in disintegration and dissolution [15,16]. For instance, mixing crushed
tablets of atenolol with xanthan gum-based thickener showed restriction in drug release
in vitro testing, exhibited only 50% release by 30 min, and took 3 h to reach 85% [16]. There
is a concern that medication lubricants might impede drug release and therefore impair
drug bioavailability.

The first aim of this study is to evaluate the effect of medication lubricants on the drug
dissolution of crushed and whole tablets. The in vitro dissolution test is routinely used to
provide information about drug-release characteristics and to predict in vivo absorption
profiles [17,18]. Additionally, this method has been used in previous research to assess the
influence of mixing crushed medications into dysphagia-oriented thickening agents on drug
absorption [15,16,19,20]. However, in a previous study, the relationship between in vitro
drug release and in vivo drug absorption was not directly aligned. The in vivo absorption of
crushed paracetamol tablets mixed with xanthan gum-based dysphagia-oriented thickeners
was substantially faster than what was predicted from in vitro dissolution tests [21]. It has
been suggested that this is associated with changes that occur to the bolus structure during
deglutition that change the form of the bolus by the time it reaches the stomach, which, in
turn, might increase drug release [11,22].

Deglutition is a sequence of voluntary and involuntary reflexes and movements man-
aged by the central nervous system [23]. The oral phase involves various oral operations,
including first bite, molding, manipulation, saliva incorporation, mastication, equilibration
to the oral cavity temperature, bolus formation, and bolus transportation to the back of the
oral cavity to be swallowed. These result in mechanical and physical changes to the bolus
structure. The main enzyme in saliva, α-amylase, hydrolyses starch and breaks it down into
a simple carbohydrate [24]. Therefore, the mechanical structures of starch-based food and
drinks (e.g., custard) are broken down and their viscosity is reduced to less than half within
the first 10 s in contact with human saliva [25]. Similarly, the viscosity of starch-based
thickeners is affected by deglutition, which consequently threatens swallowing safety for
patients with dysphagia [26,27].

By analyzing the physical properties of the bolus during oral processing, a significant
decrease in hardness and an increase in springiness, adhesiveness, and cohesiveness of
cereal bolus after oral manipulation has been observed [28]. Shearing and elongation of the
bolus during transportation through the deglutition process are anticipated to be factors
leading to deformation [29,30]. The bolus becomes extremely stretched and deformed while
it is transported from the oral cavity to the stomach [31].

Therefore, the second aim of this study is to investigate the effect of oral processing
on the physical characteristics (viscosity and texture features) of the medication lubricants
and whether it affects the dissolution of whole and crushed tablets mixed with medication
lubricants. In this study, the in vivo approach is used, which involves the medication lubri-
cant with/without a paracetamol tablet being placed in the mouth of healthy individuals
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and prepared for swallowing, and just prior to being swallowed the bolus is collected and
characterized in terms of viscosity, texture features, and drug dissolution profile.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Immediate-release 500 mg paracetamol tablets (Panamax, Sanofi Aventis Australia,
Macquarie Park, NSW, Australia) were used. Paracetamol is classified in the Biophar-
maceutical Classification System (BCS) as class III but possesses some attributes of BCS
class I [32]. Paracetamol was used in this study because it has a pKa value of 9.4, which
ensures that at the range of pHs encountered in physiological conditions, its solubility
is pH-independent [33]. Therefore, the very acidic stomach conditions (pH = 1.2) we
used in vitro and the slightly acidic oral environment would have minimal impact on
paracetamol solubility. Also, paracetamol is the most frequently modified tablet in Aus-
tralian hospitals and is most frequently reported as difficult to swallow [34,35]. Moreover,
paracetamol has a chromophore within the chemical structure that enables detection by
UV spectroscopy.

Five commercial medication swallowing lubricants were tested: MediSpend, Severo
Swallowing Gel, Gloup Low Sugar, Gloup Original, and Gloup Forte (Table 1). All are
ready-to-use products that are placed onto a spoon, and the pill is placed into it before
swallowing [14]. All products were tested at room temperature (approximately 24 ◦C).

Table 1. Details of the five medication swallowing lubricants tested in this study. Flavor and
composition details are as provided on the product container; IDDSI classification and yield stress
are as reported in [14].

Name Manufacturer Flavour Composition IDDSI
Classification Yield Stress (Pa)

MediSpend Fagron, Rotterdam,
The Netherlands lemon

Purified water, modified
food starch, natural

lemon flavour, sodium
citrate, citric acid,
sucralose, sodium

benzoate.

2—mildly thick 2.47

Severo
IMS Medical,

Grootebroek, The
Netherlands

anise

purified water, cellulose
gum, flavour (anise),
citric acid, potassium
sorbate, aspartame,

acesulfame K.

2—mildly thick -

Gloup Low Sugar
Rushwood,

Raamsdonksveer,
The Netherlands

raspberry

Water, xylitol,
carrageenan,

maltodextrin, potassium
sorbate, citric acid,

colour, aroma.

3—moderately
thick 12.50

Gloup Original
Rushwood,

Raamsdonksveer,
The Netherlands

strawberry/
banana

Water, carrageenan,
maltodextrin, potassium
sorbate, sucrose, calcium

chloride, citric acid,
colour, aroma.

3—moderately
thick 9.76

Gloup Forte
Rushwood,

Raamsdonksveer,
The Netherlands

vanilla

Water, dried glucose
syrup, sucrose,
carrageenan,

maltodextrin, potassium
sorbate, citric acid,

(natural) aroma

4—extremely thick 38.13

- not available.
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2.2. Experimental Design

The effect of medication lubricants on drug dissolution (aim 1) was tested by com-
paring paracetamol dissolution for whole or crushed tablets with or without one of the
five medication lubricants. The influence of oral processing on the lubricant’s physical
characteristics and the rate of drug dissolution (aim 2) was investigated by including oral
processing in a human mouth prior to testing in the dissolution apparatus, rheometer,
and texture analyzer. All measurements were applied to five replicate samples of each
medication lubricant.

2.3. Sample Preparation

For each medication swallowing lubricant, 10 g was weighed into a 30 mL plastic cup.
This was derived by weighing the manufacturer’s recommended quantity and found to be
a reasonable approximation for experimental purposes.

For tests using whole tablets, one whole paracetamol tablet was placed into the center
of the lubricant within the cup. For tests using crushed tablets, one tablet was crushed
using a mortar and pestle before transferring into the plastic cup and stirred with a plastic
spatula for 30 s to incorporate it into the medication swallowing lubricant.

Loss of crushed paracetamol weight during transferring samples containing crushed
tablets was measured; the pestle and mortar, weighing boats, and plastic cups that were
used for crushing, mixing, and transfer processes were rinsed; the rinse was filtered and
diluted; the absorbance was measured; and then the amount of paracetamol was calculated.
The yield of the sample preparation was calculated without accounting for the drug lost
during the preparation process.

2.4. Oral Processing Effect

Five healthy participants were recruited in this experiment, two males and three
females, with ages ranging from 24–49 years. All participants provided written consent to
participate in the experiment and reported no history of allergies to paracetamol. Partici-
pants who were smokers, pregnant, or breastfeeding were excluded from this study. This
study was approved by the University of Queensland Human Research Ethics Committees
(approval number: 2019000338). Participants were asked not to consume any form of
paracetamol for 4 h before the experiment and refrain from eating or drinking (except
water) 60 min before the study. The five participants attended this experiment on five
occasions. On each visit, the participants were asked to test samples containing one of the
five medication lubricants.

The participant took each sample (samples prepared as described in Section 2.3) into
the mouth and prepared it for swallowing. The participants were instructed to spend no
less than 5 s and no more than 10 s for sample manipulation in the mouth. Previously, it
has been reported that healthy individuals spend around 5 s manipulating a starchy liquid
in the mouth and around 10 s for semi-solid starchy foods [36]. When the participants felt
that the bolus was ready to be swallowed, they spat it out into a plastic cup. The expecto-
rated samples were immediately tested in a dissolution apparatus, rheometer, and texture
analyzer. The participants extensively rinsed their mouths with water between samples.

2.5. Drug release and Dissolution

The samples were tested using a 708-DS dissolution apparatus (USP rotating paddle
(apparatus 2)) and an 850-DS Dissolution Sampling Station connected to workstation
software (Agilent, Mulgrave, Victoria, Australia). The dissolution medium was 900 mL
of simulated gastric fluid (SGF) at pH 1.2 without enzymes [37], under sink conditions,
mixed with a paddle rotation speed of 50 rpm at a medium temperature resembling a
human body temperature of 37 ◦C. Samples of 1 mL were collected at 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30,
45, 60, 90, 120, 150, and 180 min through a 10 µm filter and transferred to glass tubes by the
dissolution apparatus. Then, 100 µL of each sample was transferred to a plastic tube and
diluted with 5 mL of SGF. The absorbance of each sample was measured at 245 nm using
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a Cary 60 spectrophotometer (Agilent, Mulgrave, VIC, Australia). Fresh SGF (1 mL) was
replaced by the apparatus at every sampling point [38].

To consider the background absorbance associated with medication-swallowing lu-
bricants, the calculated concentration of medication-swallowing lubricants without the
drug (control) was subtracted from the concentration of the samples containing parac-
etamol. The cumulative percentage of paracetamol that dissolved in the samples was
plotted against time. Measurements were carried out for five replicate samples of each
medication lubricant.

Standard solutions were prepared in the range of 2–12 µg/mL. This was prepared
from a stock solution; approximately 50 mg of paracetamol (acetaminophen, Sigma Aldrich
A7080-100G, lot SLCB2770, Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) was weighed and dissolved in
100 mL of SGF (pH 1.2) to obtain a concentration of 500 µg/mL. Aliquots of filtered stock
in the range of 0.4 to 2.4 mL were diluted with SGF to prepare standard solutions with
concentrations of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 µg/mL. To prepare the sample solutions for method
validation, ten paracetamol tablets were precisely weighed and crushed. An amount of
powder equivalent to 500 mg of paracetamol was taken from the crushed tablets to prepare
the stock and dilutions, using the same method as for the standard solutions.

The method was validated for specificity, linearity, sensitivity (detection limit and
quantitation), precision (repeatability and intermediate precision), and accuracy as stated by
the International Conference on Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Registration
of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) [39]. To evaluate the specificity, the UV scan of
a blank solution (SGF mixed with one of the medication lubricants at a time, including
MediSpend, Severo, Gloup Low Sugar, Gloup Original, and Gloup Forte) was compared
with that of standard and sample solutions containing 11 µg/mL of paracetamol across
a range of 200 to 500 nm. This was done to ensure that there were no interfering peaks
from the blank solutions or tablet excipients and to determine the wavelength of maximum
absorption for paracetamol, which was found to be 245 nm.

A six-point calibration curve was prepared with standard solutions in triplicate. A
linear relationship was obtained within the concentration range of 2–12 µg/mL at a wave-
length of 245 nm. The validity of the calibration model was supported by the correlation
coefficient, y-intercept, slope of the regression line, and residual sum of squares (y = 0.0654x,
r2 = 0.999). To determine the sensitivity of the method, the limit of detection (LOD) and
the limit of quantification (LOQ) were calculated. The LOD was found to be 2.1 µg/mL
and the LOQ was 6.25 µg/mL. These values were calculated using the residual standard
deviation of the regression line (σ) and slope (S) of the calibration curve, with the formula
for LOD being 3.3σ/S and LOQ being 10σ/S.

Precision was assessed in terms of repeatability (intra-day) and intermediate precision
(inter-day) by determining the standard deviation (SD) and relative standard deviation
(% RSD) around the mean of six repeated measurements taken on the same day (for
repeatability) or two consecutive days (for intermediate precision) for a sample solution
at a concentration of 11 µg/mL. Accuracy was determined by performing recovery tests
in triplicate at 80%, 100%, and 120% of the test concentration. To conduct these tests,
amounts of crushed paracetamol tablets equivalent to 400 mg, 500 mg, and 600 mg of
paracetamol were transferred into a 500 mL volumetric flask, diluted, and measured. The
SD for intra-day precision was 0.38 and 0.24–0.45 for inter-day precision. The % RSD for
intra-day precision was 3.57%, while the range of inter-day precision was 2.21–4.41%. The
recovery range was found to be 90.4–96.2%.

Two-way ANOVA followed by a Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test was used to
determine the significance of differences in the quantity of drug dissolved at 30 min for
tablets in swallowing lubricant compared to the control tablets, using GraphPad Prism
version 8.00 (San Diego, CA, USA). Differences were considered significant at p < 0.05.
Results are given as mean and standard error for five replicates.
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2.6. Viscosity Measurements

Viscosity measurements of the samples were performed using a stress-controlled
rheometer HR-3 (TA instruments C/O Waters Australia, Sydney, NSW, Australia) with
parallel plates. All samples were tested at room temperature (24 ◦C). All measurements
were carried out through the peak hold test at 24 ◦C with a shear rate of 50 s−1 over a
period of 60 s. This shear rate is commonly used to evaluate liquid foods as an indicator
of the shear rates of swallowing, and using this value facilitates comparison between
studies [40,41]. The gap ranged from 200 to 500 µm for samples without paracetamol
and 600 to 900 µm for samples containing crushed paracetamol, depending on the gap
suitability for each lubricant. Medication lubricant samples without oral processing were
tested as a control.

One-way ANOVA followed by a Bonferroni post hoc comparisons test was performed
to study the effect of oral processing and adding crushed tablets on the viscosity of each
medication lubricant. Analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism version 8.00 (San
Diego, CA, USA), with differences considered significant at p < 0.05. Results are given as
mean and standard error for five replicates.

2.7. Texture Features Measurements

A Brookfield Texture Analyser CT3 (Ametek Brookfield, Middleboro, MA, USA),
equipped with a 4500 g load cell and texture analysis software program, was used to
determine the texture properties of the medication lubricants (adhesiveness gumminess,
hardness, springiness, and cohesiveness). Measurements were made at room temperature
(24 ◦C). Texture profile analysis (TPA) [42] was performed using a clear cylinder probe
of 12.7 mm diameter and 35 mm length (TA10). A 27 g of the medication lubricants was
filled in a standard beaker (40 mL). The sample was compressed at pretest, test, and return
speeds of 2, 1, and 1 mm s−1 to a distance of 20 mm. A force of 0.1 g was used as a trigger
value. Medication lubricant samples without oral processing were tested as a control.

For each medication lubricant, differences in texture measurements with and without
oral processing, and with and without crushed drug, were analyzed by one-way ANOVA
followed by a Bonferroni multiple comparisons test. Analyses were performed using
GraphPad Prism version 8.00 (San Diego, CA, USA). Results are given as mean and standard
error for five replicates. Differences were considered significant at p < 0.05.

3. Results
3.1. Dissolution Experiment

In this study, the loss of crushed paracetamol weight was between 1% and 5% (Table 2).
This indicates that the maximum percentage of dissolution that could have been measured
from crushed paracetamol tablets was 95% to 99%; after 30 min in the dissolution test,
crushed tablets measured 95.8% and so can be presumed to have fully dissolved. For whole
tablets, for which we presume 100% is the potential maximum dissolution, 91 ± 3.1% had
dissolved at 30 min (Table 3).

Table 2. The percentage of loss of crushed paracetamol tablets mixed with five medication lubricants
with and without oral processing. The data are mean ± se for five replicates.

Loss of Crushed Paracetamol (%)

Lubricant without Oral Processing with Oral Processing

MediSpend 1.20 ± 022 1.78 ± 0.37
Severo 1.47 ± 0.29 1.42 ± 0.21
Gloup Low Sugar 1.88 ± 0.43 2.65 ± 0.55
Gloup Original 1.82 ± 0.98 2.64 ± 0.92
Gloup Forte 4.61 ± 0.97 3.24 ± 0.78

No lubricant (Control) 0.46 ± 0.12
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Table 3. The percentage dissolution of paracetamol tablets in simulated gastric fluids at 30 min.
Crushed and whole tablets were mixed with five medication lubricants, with and without oral
processing, prior to dissolution testing. Mean values were compared with the relevant control
(crushed or whole tablets without medication lubricant and oral processing). The data are mean ± se
for five replicates.

Paracetamol Dissolved at 30 Min (%)

Crushed Whole

without Oral
Processing

with Oral
Processing

without Oral
Processing

with Oral
Processing

Tablets with:
MediSpend 91.0 ± 0.8 88.6 ± 3.3 88.8 ± 0.3 81.6 ± 3.1
Severo 84.6 ± 4.8 82.6 ± 2.5 85.2 ± 2.3 87.0 ± 3.0
Gloup Low Sugar 63.8 ± 7.4 *** 80.2 ± 2.5 85.8 ± 3.2 83.0 ± 10.8
Gloup Original 49.2 ± 7.9 *** 79.4 ± 5.7 71.0 ± 7.8 81.4 ± 12.8
Gloup Forte 30.6 ± 3.8 *** 42.8 ± 2.3 * 54.0 ± 17.7 * 95.2 ± 7.1

No lubricant (control) 95.8 ± 1.3 91.0 ± 3.1
*** p < 0.001, * p < 0.05.

The samples of crushed tablets mixed with the thinnest medication lubricants, MediS-
pend and Severo, exhibited very rapid dissolution in SGF, with 86% of the drug released in
the first 15 min (Figure 1a,c). Consequently, at 30 min, the dissolution of crushed tablets
from these lubricants was not significantly different from the dissolution of control crushed
tablets (Table 3). In contrast, the release of crushed paracetamol from the moderately thick
lubricants (IDDSI level 3) Gloup Original and Gloup Low Sugar was delayed, with only 49%
and 64%, respectively, released at 30 min, which was significantly different (p < 0.001) to the
control crushed tablet (Table 3). Gloup Forte (extremely thick, IDDSI level 4) restricted the
drug release the most, reaching only 75% dissolution after 180 min (Figure 1i). Therefore,
there was a statistically significant restriction in drug release at 30 min (p < 0.001) (Table 3).
It was observed that the thinnest medication lubricant samples (MediSpend and Severo)
broke into small pieces as soon as they were added to the vessels of the dissolution appara-
tus, whereas the samples of moderately or extremely thick (IDDSI level 3 and 4) medication
lubricants remained as a single mass at the bottom of the vessel for the whole experiment.
FDA guidance indicates that the amount of drug release from immediate-release tablets
in the dissolution test should not be less than 85% within 30 min [43], but this was not
achieved by crushed paracetamol mixed with IDDSI level 3 or 4 medication lubricants
(Figure 1g,e).

Whole tablets also showed a fast dissolution profile when delivered with the thinnest
medication lubricants (MediSpend and Severo), reaching more than 85% within 30 min. The
dissolution profile of whole tablets mixed with moderately thick (IDDSI level 3) medication
lubricants reached 85% when delivered with Gloup Low Sugar within 30 min, and although
dissolution from Gloup Original was only 71% at 30 min, this was not significantly different
to the control whole tablet according to the ANOVA analysis (Table 3). Gloup Forte (IDDSI
level 4) was the only lubricant that caused a statistically significant delay in drug release for
whole tablets compared with the control (p < 0.05; Table 3), though this was associated with
considerable variation between replicates. The variation between replicates in this and other
measurements with whole tablets is likely to be associated with the observation that for
some samples, the whole tablets dropped out of the medication lubricant lump immediately
after adding them to the dissolution vessel, while others remained trapped in the lubricant
for a period of time, which delayed tablet disintegration. Oral processing had a large
effect on the dissolution of paracetamol from both moderately thick (IDDSI level 3) and
extremely thick (IDDSI level 4) medication lubricants, with considerably higher quantities
of paracetamol being released by 30 min for both whole and crushed tablets (Table 3).
Following oral processing, only the release of paracetamol from crushed tablets in Gloup
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Forte (IDDSI level 4) was significantly lower than the control at 30 min (p < 0.05; Table 3).
Indeed, it was observed that after oral processing, the samples mixed with moderately
and extremely thick medication lubricants broke into smaller pieces when added to the
dissolution vessels. It appears that oral processing of the samples facilitated the dropping
out of whole tablets of the medication lubricants lump in the dissolution vessels, resulting
in a decrease in the variation between replicates of drug release of whole tablets.

Figure 1. Dissolution of paracetamol mixed with MediSpend (a,b), Severo (c,d), Gloup Low Sugar (e,f),
Gloup Original (g,h), and Gloup Forte (i,j), with and without oral processing, in simulated gastric
fluids using crushed tablets (a,c,e,g,i) and whole tablets (b,d,f,h,j). The bars indicate mean ± se for
five replicates.
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3.2. Viscosity Measurements

The viscosity of the medication lubricants increased when crushed paracetamol tablets
were incorporated into them (Figure 2). The increase ranged between 0.24 and 0.92 Pa·s
and was most obvious for the thinnest medication lubricants (MediSpend and Severo),
which increased to viscosity values similar to those of moderately thick products (IDDSI
level 3: Gloup Low Sugar, Gloup Original).

Figure 2. Viscosity (Pa·s) of Medispend (A), Severo (B), Gloup Low Sugar (C), Gloup Original (D),
and Gloup Forte (E) with and without crushed tablets and/or oral processing were measured at
50 s−1. For each medication lubricant analyzed separately using ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc
comparisons, bars with unlike superscript letters above are significantly different (p < 0.05). The data
are mean ± se for five replicates.

The viscosity of the medication lubricants generally decreases as a result of oral
processing. For medication lubricants alone, without crushed tablets incorporated, there
was a reduction of between 0.09 and 0.56 Pa·s (Figure 2). For medication lubricants with
crushed paracetamol tablets incorporated, there was a reduction in viscosity measurements
of between 0.12 and 0.41 Pa·s.
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3.3. Texture Features Measurements

The effects of oral processing and the addition of crushed tablets on the texture fea-
tures of the medication lubricants are summarized in Table 4. Overall, incorporating
crushed tablets into the lubricants without oral processing resulted in a decrease in hard-
ness, gumminess, and springiness. The reduction of hardness was statistically significant
for MediSpend, Severo, and Gloup Forte, while the reduction of gumminess was statisti-
cally significant for MediSpend, Gloup Original, and Gloup Forte, and the reduction of
springiness was statistically significant for Gloup Original and Gloup Forte, with other
lubricants exhibiting a similar trend. However, the effects of oral processing negated the
effect of adding crushed tablets, as the measurements reverted to values similar to the
control after oral processing. In general, there was a decreasing trend in the springiness
and gumminess of medication lubricants without crushed tablets after oral processing.
However, no significant changes were observed in adhesiveness or cohesiveness after
adding crushed tablets or undergoing oral processing.

Table 4. Texture profile analysis of the medication lubricants with (Y) and without (N) crushed
paracetamol tablets, and with and without oral processing. For each medication lubricant analyzed
separately using one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc comparisons, texture characteristic
values followed by unlike superscript letters are significantly different (p < 0.05). The data are
mean ± se for five replicates.

Medication
Lubricant

Crush
Tablet Treatment

Texture Characteristic

Hardness
(g)

Adhesiveness
(mJ) Cohesiveness Gumminess

(g)
Springiness

(mm)

MediSpend

N Control 3.33 ± 0.36 a 0.07 ± 0.04 a 0.85 ± 0.01 a 3.17 ± 0.14 b 19.37 ± 0.22 a

N Oral
processing 2.26 ± 0.20 ab 0.24 ± 0.18 a 0.47 ± 0.21 a 1.01 ± 0.30 a 15.41 ± 1.56 a

Y Control 2.00 ± 0.47 b 0.06 ± 0.01 a 0.44 ± 0.12 a 2.00 ± 0.47 a 11.60 ± 2.00 a

Y Oral
processing 1.96 ± 0.13 b 0.03 ± 0.01 a 0.55 ± 0.13 a 1.00 ± 0.28 a 16.24 ± 1.63 a

Severo

N Control 3.33 ± 0.14 a 0.08 ± 0.02 a 0.59 ± 0.13 a 2.00 ± 0.50 a 19.65 ± 0.04 a

N Oral
processing 1.87 ± 0.36 b 0.02 ± 0.01 a 0.59 ± 0.09 a 2.59 ± 0.33 a 17.66 ± 0.94 a

Y Control 1.83 ± 0.14 b 0.02 ± 0.01 a 0.69 ± 0.07 a 1.37 ± 0.15 a 13.97 ± 2.60 a

Y Oral
processing 1.88 ± 0.15 b 0.05 ± 0.02 a 0.56 ± 0.07 a 1.04 ± 0.20 a 18.86 ± 0.92 a

Gloup
Low Sugar

N Control 4.83 ± 0.68 a 0.12 ± 0.04 a 0.75 ± 0.09 a 3.67 ± 0.73 a 16.79 ± 0.29 a

N Oral
processing 5.16 ± 0.64 a 0.15 ± 0.04 a 0.72 ± 0.05 a 3.77 ± 0.61 a 18.74 ± 0.44 a

Y Control 3.33 ± 0.36 a 0.07 ± 0.03 a 0.80 ± 0.09 a 2.47 ± 0.40 a 12.05 ± 1.48 a

Y Oral
processing 4.77 ± 0.59 a 0.10 ± 0.02 a 0.78 ± 0.05 a 3.56 ± 0.53 a 18.44 ± 1.52 a

Gloup
Original

N Control 4.33 ± 0.27 ab 0.08 ± 0.02 a 0.93 ± 0.03 a 4.03 ± 0.40 a 19.70 ± 0.06 a

N Oral
processing 4.43 ± 0.19 a 0.10 ± 0.00 a 0.75 ± 0.01 a 3.26 ± 0.11 ab 16.94 ± 0.52 ab

Y Control 2.58 ± 0.60 b 0.09 ± 0.03 a 0.82 ± 0.04 a 2.60 ± 0.39 b 13.13 ± 2.69 b

Y Oral
processing 4.82 ± 0.22 a 0.10 ± 0.02 a 0.74 ± 0.04 a 3.03 ± 0.32 ab 18.26 ± 0.32 a

Gloup Forte

N Control 9.17 ± 0.14 a 0.33 ± 0.01 a 0.83 ± 0.01 a 7.60 ± 0.19 a 19.62 ± 0.06 a

N Oral
processing 9.16 ± 0.25 a 0.26 ± 0.02 a 0.80 ± 0.01 a 7.27 ± 0.22 a 17.32 ± 0.49 ab

Y Control 4.50 ± 0.24 b 0.20 ± 0.05 a 0.83 ± 0.04 a 3.87 ± 0.31 b 12.20 ± 2.31 b

Y Oral
processing 9.37 ± 0.39 a 0.29 ± 0.02 a 0.81 ± 0.01 a 7.27 ± 0.14 a 18.09 ± 0.14 a
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4. Discussion

This study examined the changes in viscosity and texture features of medication lubri-
cants following oral processing. Results showed a decrease in the viscosity of medication
lubricants alone (ranging from 0.09 to 0.56 Pa·s) and for medication lubricants mixed with
crushed paracetamol tablets (ranging from 0.12 to 0.41 Pa·s) after oral processing. Addi-
tionally, a decreasing trend in springiness and gumminess was observed in medication
lubricants alone after oral processing. These changes can be attributed to the complex ma-
nipulations that substances undergo during oral processing, including dilution, mechanical
and enzymatic breakdown, and clustering or softening of substance particles [44,45]. Oral
processing also involves equilibration to oral cavity temperature, the mechanical effects of
tongue and teeth, and conversion and formation processes that convert the bolus into a
rheologically suitable state for swallowing [44–46].

We suggested that the changes that occur to the bolus during oral processing play a
crucial role in facilitating drug release for solid oral medications administered with thick
vehicles such as food vehicles, thickening agents, and medication lubricants. In addition to
oral processing, the swallowing process, including bolus deformation potentially occurring
through shearing in the pharynx and esophagus and during gastric mixing and emptying,
can facilitate drug release [47–49]. Therefore, the reliability of using dissolution testing
alone to predict the effect of thick vehicles, including medication lubricants, on drug
disintegration and dissolution without mimicking the effect of the oral processing on
the bolus should be questioned. And so, in this study, we investigated the impact of
oral processing on the dissolution profile of paracetamol tablets mixed with medication
lubricants using the dissolution testing method.

The dissolution testing results, without prior oral processing, showed that the moder-
ately thick medication lubricants (Gloup Original and Gloup Low Sugar) and the extremely
thick medication lubricant (Gloup Forte) significantly delayed the release of paracetamol
tablets. Gloup Forte, which has the highest viscosity (2.1 Pa·s) (Figure 2) and is classified
as IDDSI level 4, which is the thickest consistency of fluids in the IDDSI international
guideline, showed the highest restriction of paracetamol dissolution. Drug release after
30 min was only 31% for crushed tablets and 54% for whole tablets. For Gloup Low Sugar
and Original (0.73 Pa·s and 0.64 Pa·s, respectively), which are classified as IDDSI level 3,
dissolution was slowed to a lesser extent, as paracetamol released after 30 min were 49–64%
for crushed tablets and 71–86% for whole tablets. These results agree with the previous
findings, which showed that mixing crushed medications with thickened fluids or thick
food (i.e., jam, honey, and yoghurt) that are commonly used as drug vehicles for dysphagic
patients, had a significant influence on in vitro drug dissolution [15,16]. In previous work,
we found that vehicles with higher apparent yield stress and greater solid-like rheological
behavior (higher viscoelasticity) were mostly associated with the most significant restriction
of drug release [15,16]. For the products with a higher yield stress, higher shearing stress
is required to break down the structure of lubricants in the in vitro dissolution test. This
agrees with our results as Gloup Forte, which has the greatest yield stress (38.13 Pa), caused
the greatest restriction in paracetamol release, while MediSpend, which has the lowest
yield stress (2.47 Pa), was associated with the least restriction.

With oral processing prior to dissolution testing, there was a significant increase in the
dissolution rate of paracetamol tablets when mixed with moderately and extremely thick
medication lubricants. This increase was more obvious with the crushed tablets than the
whole tablets. The release of crushed paracetamol mixed with Gloup Low Sugar reached
85% within 45 min instead of 90 min and within 45 min instead of 120 min for Gloup
Original. For Gloup Forte after oral processing, it reached 85% after 150 min, while without
oral processing it reached only 75% after 180 min. This improvement in drug release is
predicted to be due to the changes that occurred to the samples during oral processing. It
was observed that after oral processing, the samples mixed with moderately and extremely
thick medication lubricants broke into smaller pieces when added to the dissolution vessels.
Also, it is most likely that the decrease in the viscosity of the medication lubricants after
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oral processing played a role in improving the paracetamol dissolution profile. These
results suggest that the impact of moderately and extremely thick medication lubricants on
drug dissolution rate may be overestimated by dissolution testing. This is because in vitro
dissolution tests are designed for assessing whole tablets that remain intact upon arrival
in the stomach, and are not suitable for predicting drug release when tablets are mixed
with thick vehicles or crushed, due to the lack of consideration for the changes that occur
during the oral and swallowing process. Therefore, relying on in vitro dissolution testing
alone to predict the release of medications mixed with thick vehicles, including medication
lubricants or thickened fluids is not recommended.

Regardless of whether oral processing was performed prior to dissolution testing
or not, Severo and MediSpend, the thinnest medication lubricants, showed a relatively
low viscosity (0.467 Pa·s and 0.453 Pa·s) and had no significant impact on paracetamol
dissolution profile. Mixing crushed medication (solids) into liquids with a continuous flow
property creates a mixed consistency. When liquids are chewed or when people consume
mixed consistencies of solids plus liquids, a portion of the bolus reaches the pharynx before
the onset of swallowing. For people with dysphagia, this increases the risk of aspiration of
material that has come to rest in the pharynx before the swallow and before the airway is
closed during swallowing [50]. Although thick fluids that flow continuously do not appear
to affect drug release, when mixed with crushed medications (solids), the safety of these
products for patients with dysphagia is a concern.

Biopolymers (i.e., carrageenan, xanthan gum, cellulose gums) are usually used as
thickening agents for dysphagia-oriented products, primarily due to their rheological
properties that allow the formation of viscous fluids [51]. These products’ magnitude of
solution viscosity and thickness level mainly depends on the polymer concentration [52,53].
Therefore, extremely and moderately thick medication lubricants (Gloup Forte, Gloup
Low Sugar, Gloup Original), which showed a significant restriction in drug release in
in vitro dissolution test, are most likely to contain higher concentrations of biopolymer
than thinner products (Severo, MediSpend). Therefore, it is highly expected that Severo
and MediSpend would show higher restriction in drug dissolution rate if they had a higher
biopolymer concentration.

Medication lubricants were originally designed to help people swallow tablets/capsules
as a whole and therefore reduce the need to crush tablets. Whole tablets exhibited a faster
drug release rate than crushed tablets. When whole tablets were mixed with Severo, MediS-
pend, and the Gloup original medication lubricants, no significant delay in drug release
was observed compared to the control. These findings suggest that administering whole
tablets/capsules with medication lubricants, may not significantly impede drug release and
can potentially serve as a potential option for people with only a medication swallowing
difficulty. Only the extremely thick lubricant (Gloup Forte) caused a statistically significant
delay in drug release from whole tablets. Despite this delay, the dissolution profile of
whole tablets mixed with Gloup Forte was faster than that of crushed tablets (30.6% at
30 min compared to 54% at 30 min, respectively). However, considerable variation in drug
release rates was observed between replicates of whole tablets, which can be attributed
to the inconsistent dropping out of tablets from the medication lubricant lumps in the
dissolution vessels. The observed fragmentation of samples into smaller pieces following
oral processing facilitated the dropping out of whole tablets from the medication lubricant
lumps in the dissolution vessels, resulting in a decrease in variability between replicates.

Despite being originally designed to aid in swallowing whole tablets, medication lubri-
cants are reportedly being used as a vehicle for administering crushed medication to aged
care residents with swallowing difficulties, including dysphagic patients. Incorporating
crushed tablets into the medication lubricants resulted in changes in viscosity and some of
the texture features of these lubricants. An increase (ranging between 0.24 and 0.92 Pa·s)
in the viscosity was measured across all five medication lubricants with and without oral
processing. Adding crushed tablets to the thinner medication lubricants, MediSpend and
Severo, resulted in a noticeable increase in viscosity, bringing the values of these products
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closer to those of moderately thick products. This increase in viscosity may not pose a
concern for patients with dysphagia; however, a case-by-case assessment from a speech
pathologist would be required to determine whether the product was suitable for individ-
uals with dysphagia. Overall, incorporating crushed tablets into the lubricants without
oral processing resulted in a decrease in hardness, gumminess, and springiness. Evidence
shows that bolus with high gumminess of the fluids tends to stick to the inner part of the
mouth and pharynx and therefore increases the risk of aspiration [54–56]. Food with high
hardness that is unlikely to disintegrate, such as a solid dose medication (tablet/capsule),
might be associated with an increase in the risk of aspiration [56,57]. Therefore, opening
capsules and crushing uncoated or compressed tablets that pharmacokinetically presented
no risk or low risk for crushing and mixing it with a thick vehicle might be a reasonable
option to ease medication administration.

MediSpend, one of the thinner medication lubricants, is a modified food starch-based
lubricant. It showed the greatest reduction in viscosity (from 0.453 to 0.011 Pa·s) after
oral processing. This reduction is unsurprising since it is demonstrated that starch-based
products are susceptible to a dramatic decrease in viscosity after contacting human saliva
as a result of α-amylase enzyme activities [58,59]. Although gum-based products are
not predicted to be broken down by α-amylase enzyme, they have been observed to be
susceptible to a reduction in viscosity after contacting human saliva [27,60]; alternatively,
a small volume of saliva is added during oral processing and this dilutes the bolus and
makes it thinner. This justifies the significant reduction in viscosity measurements of
non-starch-based products (Gloup Low Sugar, Gloup Forte) after contact with saliva. In
healthy individuals, oral processing for liquids is approximately 1–2 s. For this experiment,
oral processing occurred for 5–10 s, which is in the range of individuals with significant
dysphagia [61], and allows reasonable infusion and incorporation of saliva into the sample.
The significant reduction in viscosity during oral processing could compromise the safety
of swallowing since the patient does not receive the prescribed thickness level. Speech
pathologists should evaluate oral processing time and observe the administration of crushed
medication with a medication lubricant before recommending it for that individual. Further
research is required to evaluate the effect of viscosity alteration during oral processing on
the safety of swallowing for patients with dysphagia. More research is needed to consider
other factors that might cause further improvement in the dissolution profile of drugs
when mixed with moderately and extremely thick medication lubricants, including bolus
deformation that potentially occurs through the pharynx and esophagus, and during gastric
mixing and emptying. As demonstrated by this study, the dissolution test is most likely to
overestimate the impact of moderately and extremely thick medication lubricants on drug
dissolution rate. Consequently, further research should explore whether these products
significantly affect the rate and extent of drug absorption in vivo.

However, in this study, there is a limitation in recruiting healthy participants rather
than patients with dysphagia. The disease state and prescribed medications used by
patients with dysphagia are usually associated with salivary gland hypofunction and
severe deficit in tongue pressure and control [62,63], probably affecting the patient’s ability
to mix a bolus with saliva and alter the duration of the oral preparation phase.

5. Conclusions

The current study results indicated that substantial changes in dissolution profile and
medication lubricant characteristics had been shown after oral processing, suggesting that
the dissolution test is most likely to overestimate the impact of moderately and extremely
thick medication lubricants on drug dissolution rate. Without oral processing, IDDSI
level 3 and 4 lubricants significantly delayed the dissolution of paracetamol tablets. After
oral processing, particularly with crushed tablets, there was a substantial increase in the
dissolution rate. The in vitro dissolution test is designed for testing whole tablets that
arrive in the stomach as an intact unit. It is not ideal for predicting the drug bioavailability
of whole or crushed tablets mixed into fluids because it does not account for changes
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that happen to the fluid’s structure during the oral and swallowing process (i.e., shearing
forces, incorporated saliva, body temperature). And so, using an in vitro dissolution test to
predict the dissolution rate of medications mixed with thick vehicles, including medication
lubricants or thickened fluids is discouraged. Further research is required to explore
whether these products significantly affect the rate and extent of drug absorption in vivo.

After oral processing, there were significant alterations in the viscosity and some of
the texture features measurements of the medication lubricants with and without crushed
paracetamol tablets. A significant decrease in viscosity was obtained, particularly for the
thickest product, Gloup Forte, and for the starch-based product (MediSpend), which is
susceptible to being hydrolyzed by α-amylase enzyme after coming into contact with
human saliva. Therefore, it is necessary to consider ways to incorporate the effect of
oral environment and oral and swallowing processing on dysphagia-oriented products,
due to their essential influence on the swallowing safety for patients with dysphagia. By
understanding the changes that occur to the bolus through oral processing, further insight
is gained for developing safer products for managing dysphagia.
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